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Leon already realized something was wrong with the atmosphere and continued to try to excuse himself.

“It’s the weekend, you don’t have to go to work. What could be that important? You have to have lunch with me before you go,”

Janice said stubbornly.

“Then, alright,” Leon reluctantly agreed, unable to refuse Janice.

“Hold on, your dad and I are coming too!” Leanne shot Horace a look when she saw that Janice was dragging Leon out. Janice’s

parents ended up going with them.

After the conversation in the bedroom, Leanne misunderstood Leon for having a bad character. She was incredibly on guard

against Leon, and would naturally not allow her daughter to go out with Leon alone.

After that, the group went downstairs.

Janice drove everyone to the business district nearby. After that, they arrived at a luxury hotel.

“Janice, you could’ve just brought us to some diner by the road, why would you come somewhere so expensive?” Leanne had a

sour look on her face.

“Leon’s a rare guest. Of course, we’d need to treat him well,” Janice said firmly.

Leon was not just her best friend, but Leon even spent so much to buy her clothes in the mall last time.

Leon treated her so well, so there was no way she could mistreat him!

As for her mother, she would just be lectured when she got home. It was nothing much.

“You…” Leanne’s face darkened even more, feeling incredibly angry at her daughter. However, she could not berate Janice on

the spot since Leon was there. It would be too embarrassing.

“Alright, we’re already here anyway. Let’s just eat,” Horace said in a placating manner.

Leanne hoped that Leon would go away after they ate, so she did not say anything else as the four of them

went into the hotel.

The moment they arrived at the entrance, the four of them met a young couple.

The couple seemed like lovers. They were about twenty–five or twenty–six years of age. The woman had good looks and was

quite fashionable and beautiful. However, her temperament seemed a bit lacking.

“Uncle, Auntie, what a coincidence! Why are the two of you here?” The young woman greeted them with a

smile.

“We came here to have lunch. What about you, Mindy?” Both Horace and Leanne replied with a smile.

“Oh, I came here with my boyfriend. He’s meeting a big client from his company for a business meeting.”

Mindy pointed at the man next to her and said, “This is my boyfriend, Joey Hogan.”

“Joey, this is my uncle, my aunt, and my cousin, Janice…”

Mindy gave some brief introductions.

“Hello Mister and Missus Lunch,” Joey smiled. When his gaze fell on Mindy, a feeling of amazement swelled

up in his heart.

Janice was incredibly beautiful. It was incredibly hard to find anyone with her looks. Furthermore, she had a high–end and

tasteful short dress on, which enhanced her gentle looks.

Joey felt like he met quite a few beautiful women before, but it was the first time he ever saw anyone as

pretty as Janice. Mindy did not seem to be able to compare to Janice in any way.

“Who’s this? Is he Janice’s boyfriend?” Mindy looked at Leon with a curious expression.

“No, he’s Janice’s college classmate, Leon…” Horace shook his head and introduced Leon briefly.

Finding out that Leon was just an outsider, Mindy and Joey thought nothing of him.
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